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IN the present article I give a translation and description of the anatomical chart kept in the Temple of Medicine on the lChags-po-ri ("Iron Hill") at Lhasa, which, together with its connected monastery, forms the medical college of Tibet.\(^1\) The chart demonstrates the Tibetan science of anatomy, and every Tibetan doctor is taught his anatomy from it.

The existence of the chart was discovered by Colonel Waddell,\(^2\) I.M.S., who when at Lhasa as Chief Medical Officer with the Tibet Mission paid a visit to the lChags-po-ri Monastery, together with Captain (now Major) H. J. Walton, I.M.S., medical officer with the Mission, and other medical officers attached to the expedition, and Mr. D. Macdonald, interpreter. It was produced at Colonel Waddell's request, on his inquiring regarding the course of instruction and the methods of teaching that were followed. The chart is painted on a scroll of canvas mounted on cloth, the form in which all Tibetan paintings other than wall-paintings are made. It is 31½ inches long by 25½ inches broad. Recognizing the interest and value of the chart, Colonel Waddell tried to secure the Monastery copy, but the Head Lama was not willing to part with it. He, however, allowed Colonel Waddell to

---

\(^1\) Csoma de Körös was informed that there are two other medical colleges in Middle Tibet of some repute, called Byang-zur (བྱང་ཞུར་), "Analysis of a Tibetan Medical Work," by M. Alexander Csoma de Körös, JASB., vol. iv, Calcutta, 1838, p. 2. I have not heard of the Byang-zur school.

\(^2\) A description of the "Temple of Medicine" and of Colonel Waddell's visit here referred to is given on pp. 376–9 of Lhasa and its Mysteries, by L. Austin Waddell.
take the chart with him to have a copy of it made, and Major W. F. O'Connor, Secretary to the Mission, arranged for a Tibetan Lama artist to copy it at the Lha-lu House, where the Mission resided while at Lhasa. Four copies were made—one for the Government, one for Colonel Waddell, one for Captain Walton, and the other for myself, which is the copy now reproduced and described. The copies were all made from the original chart, which was then returned to the Head Lama. The copy made for Government is in the Library of the India Office, and Major Walton's copy of the chart is in the Hunterian Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, to which he has presented it.

In the transliteration of the chart, I have given the silent letters of the Tibetan words (prefixes, superscribed letters, and final s) which are not pronounced, in italics, and in the case of proper names, or other words spelt with a capital, the initial silent letters are given in small type, the capital being given to the first letter which is pronounced.

In translating the chart I was fortunate in being able to get the assistance of a Tibetan doctor, Am-chhi Champa Thin-le, from the 1Chags-po-ri Monastery, who had come on a pilgrimage through Nepal, and was staying at the time at the Ghoom Monastery near Darjeeling.

The chart is known as Pyang-khok Las-thig (གཡང་ཁོང་ལས་ཐིག་), namely "The chart divided by lines", from the fact that the figure is divided up into a number of squares with the object of locating the correct position of the arteries, veins, and other organs marked.

I cannot say what the age of the chart may be. The chart now in use in the monastery is not the original, but is said to have been copied from an older chart, no longer in existence. The 1Chags-po-ri Monastery and medical school is said to have been built by Saṅs-rgyas rGya-mtsho, the minister of the fifth Dalai Lama, at the same time as the present Potala Palace was built,
1640–80 A.D. But the tradition is that Sans-rgyas rGya-mtsho only added to or rebuilt a smaller monastery already in existence there, the foundation of which is attributed to King Sron-btsan sGampo when Buddhism was introduced into Tibet, namely about 650 A.D., and the monks are taught that the original chart was in existence long previous to Sans-rgyas rGya-mtsho. Moreover, Sans-rgyas rGya-mtsho is also credited with having written the medical commentary Baidurya s yön-po, which is certainly much older, as it is in the bsTan-hgyur.

The Am-chhi (“Doctor”) informs me that this is the only anatomical chart used. Each student has a copy of the chart. He had had his own copy, but had sold it to another Am-chhi in Sher-Khong-bu (on the border of Nepal) when he was coming to Darjeeling. The student gets the copy made by a painter in Lhasa, and is allowed to take the original from the Monastery for the purpose. The cost of making a copy varies from 20 to 30 tankas, namely from 10 to 15 shillings.

Preliminary instruction is also given from another chart, of which the Am-chhi made me a rough sketch, in which four trees are shown side by side, namely, (1) the healthy tree (བཀོད་ཐོབ་ནདི་ལེབ སྐྱོན་པོ), (2) the diseased tree (བཀོད་ཀྱི་སྐྱོན་པོ), (3) the tree under treatment (བཅོག་པའི་སྐྱོན་པོ), and (4) the tree under nourishment (བསྡུན་གྱི་བཟོས་ཀྱི་སྐྱོན་པོ); and from the analogy of these the benefits of treatment and suitable food in the case of human disease is explained.¹

¹ The Am-chhi explained the use of this chart as follows. In the perfect tree there should be 500 branches. In the diseased tree certain parts are inactive, such as dead leaves and branches; so in the body, disease is shown by certain veins (སྐྱོད་སྐྱིག) being inactive, but, as the withered tree under care and cultivation can recover and put out fresh leaves, so a patient can recover and the diseased parts be restored under treatment. This chart is referred to in the Tibetan medical work, the rGyud-hsi, which is the source of the Tibetan science of medicine. A translation of an analysis of the contents of this work has been given
The Tibetan system of anatomy and of medicine was derived from India. In its original form it is contained in a work entitled རྒྱུད་བསློས (rgyud-bsi), "The Four Tantras," from the four parts into which it is divided, and which is said to have been spoken by Buddha, although it is not contained in the bKaḥ-hgyur, or bsTan-hgyur. Csoma de Körös has given a translation of an analysis of this work that was made for him by a Tibetan Lama. The following is the account given in the rGyud-bsi of the manner in which this treatise of medicine found its way into Tibet:—"In the time of Khri-srong Dehutsan [in the eighth or ninth century of the Christian era] a Tibetan interpreter Bairotsana or [Vairochana], having translated it in Cashmir, with the assistance of a physician-pandit བླ་བ་མོང་དཀར, pronounced 'Dawa Non-gah'], presented it to the above-mentioned

by Csoma de Körös, in which the above chart is referred to as follows: "The theory of the human constitution is illustrated by a similitude taken from the Indian fig-tree (སུ་མ་ཐོས་ཡིག). Thus there are three roots, or trunks; thence arise nine stems; thence spread forty-seven boughs or branches; thence 224 leaves; two blossoms and three fruits. The single root, or basis of diseases; the stems, branches, and leaves arising thence, taken or considered in a healthy or in a diseased state. Distinctions with respect to wind; ditto with respect to bile; as also to phlegm; their respective offices, operations, or influences." (JASB., vol. iv, Calcutta, 1838, p. 2.)

1 There are two block-print copies of the rGyud-bsi in the Library of the India Office, marked D. 1 and D. 2. The title is རྒྱུད་བསློས་མང་པོ་ཡིན-ལག་བརྒྱད་པ་ (bdud rtsi snyi-po yan-lag bgyad-pa gsaṅ-ba man-lag gi rgyud), "The treatise of the nectar-essence of the eight branches (lit. 'limbs') of hidden instruction," which is also given in Sanskrit as Amṛta-hṛdaya-aṣṭa-aṅgaguhya-upadesa. The four parts, ག, ཏ, ཇ, ཉ, of the copy D. 1 consist of 8, 43, 210, and 62 folios respectively, and of the copy D. 2 consist of 11, 43, 226, and 62 folios respectively. There is also a copy in the British Museum in which the second part ( middot) is wanting. The other parts, ག, ཏ, and ཉ, consist of 5, 226, and 62 folios respectively. The printing of the British Museum copy is the more distinct.
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Tibetan king. At that time it was received by gYu-Thog, a learned physician, and by several others, and afterwards it devolved successively to others till gYu-Thog (the thirteenth in descent from the first), styled the New gYu-Thog to distinguish him from the former physician of the same name, who is called 'the ancient'. This physician much improved and propagated it; and at that time, it is stated, nine men became learned in medicine.

Besides the five volumes on medicine in the bsTan-hgyur and the instructions on medicine to be found scattered in the bKah-hgyur, there are several subsequent works on medicine in Tibet, the principal of which is the Baidurya sNon-po ("The Lapis Lazuli"), written by SaIns-rgyad rGya-mtsho, the regent of the fifth Dalai Lama, which is a commentary on the rGyud-bsi.1

The Am-chhi says that all the students at the medical monastery of lChags-po-ri are taught the rGyud-bsi, but that only the most advanced students go on to the Baidurya sNon-po.

The four parts of the rGyud-bsi are: (1)  rtrim, the treatise of the rTsas, namely, arteries, veins, nerves, and pulses. Csoma de Körös has translated this word as "root", which is another of its meanings, and consequently calls the first rGyud, "The treatise of the root or theory of medicine," but this is not the meaning of the word as used in the anatomical sense; (2)  rgsi, "explanation" of the body and the causes of diseases; (3)  rgyud, "skillful."  

1 There is a block-print copy of the Baidurya sNon-po in the Library of the India Office. The title is  bstan-bcos byed-Brtid~ro, s~on-po, "The Jasmine-flower [a complimentary title given to books], the Baidurya sNon-po, a treatise on the science of healing by sMan-bLa, being an explanation of the ornament of thought, the rGyud-bsi." The work is in four volumes (l'i, dpe', sde', mgo'), which consist of 40, 283, 563, and 250 folios respectively. The copy is a clearly printed one.
"instruction" as to the treatment of diseases; and (4) རྒྱུད་ཐོན་, "external" treatment, namely, manual operation, etc.

The following extracts from the analysis of the རྒྱུད-བསོད་give the principal Tibetan theories in regard to anatomy:—

"There are seven supports of the body on which life depends: the chyle, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow, and semen.

"The three generative causes of diseases are: lust or ardent desire, passion or anger, dullness or ignorance. By the first is caused wind, by the second bile, by the last phlegm. The accessory causes of disease are four: (1) the season with respect to cold and heat, (2) any evil spirit, (3) wrong use of food, and (4) ill conduct of life.

"The parts of the body commonly subject to disease are six: the skin, the flesh, the veins, the bones, the viscera, and the bowels.

"The proper places of the three humours are: that of the phlegm in the upper part of the body, as the proper place of dullness in the brain or skull; that of the bile in the middle part of the body, which is appropriate to anger; and the wind resides in the lower part of the trunk, in the waist and loins, as in its proper place.

"There are fifteen ways or channels through which disease spreads itself. The channels of the motion of wind are the bones, the ear, skin, heart, artery, and the guts. The blood, sweat, the eye, the liver, the bowels are the ways or vehicles of bile. The chyle, flesh and fat, marrow and semen, ordure and urine, the nose and the tongue, the lungs, the spleen, and the kidneys, the stomach and the bladder, are the vehicles for the conveyance of the phlegmatic humour.

"With respect to the three humours this further distinction is made: wind is predominant in the diseases
of old people, bile in those of adolescents or youths, and phlegm in children.

"With respect to the place (or part of the body): wind occurs in the cold parts of the body, bile in the dry and hot parts, phlegm abides in the moist and unctuous parts." 1

"The cause of the generation of the body is stated to be: the father's seed, the mother's blood, and the arising of consciousness. If the first be predominant there will be born a son; if the second, a daughter; if both are equal, then a hermaphrodite. Should it happen that the blood be formed into two masses, then twins will be born.

"Out of the semen are formed: the bone, the brain, and the skeleton of the body. Out of the mother's blood are generated the flesh, blood, heart, with the other four vital parts (lungs, liver, spleen, kidneys), and the six vessels or veins. From the soul, or vital principle, arises consciousness through the several organs.

"There are 23 sorts of bones. In the backbone 28 are distinguished. There are 24 ribs, 32 teeth, 360 pieces of bones. There are 12 large joints of limbs, small joints 250. There are 16 tendons or sinews, and 900 nerves or fibres; 11,000 hairs on the head; 11,000,000 pores of the hair on the body. There are five vital parts (or viscera) (as the heart, lungs, liver, spleen, and the reins or kidneys); six vessels and nine openings or holes. In Jambudvīpa the measure of a man's height is 1 fathom or 4 cubits; deformed bodies have only 3½ cubits, measured by their own.

"With respect to the second section, showing the state of the veins. There are four kinds of veins or nerves: (1) that of conception, (2) of sensation, (3) of connexion, and (4) that of vitality.

"The first: From the navel there arise or spread three veins or nerves; one of them ascends to the brain, and is

1 JASB., vol. iv, Calcutta, 1838, p. 3.
acted on by the dull part of it, generating the phlegm in
the upper part of the body. Another nerve (or vein)
entering into the middle forms the vital nerve, and
depends for its existence on the vital nerve of passion and
blood; that part of it which causes bile resides in the
middle. The third nerve (or vein) descends to the privy
parts, and generates desire both in the male and female.
The part of it which produces wind resides in the lower
extremity.

"The second: There are four kinds of nerves of
existence or sensation.

"For rousing (or exciting) the organs in their proper
place there is in the brain a principal nerve, surrounded
by 500 other smaller ones. Another nerve for making
clear the organ of recollection or memory resides in the
heart, surrounded with 500 other smaller ones.

"The nerve which causes the increase and renovation of
the aggregate of the body resides in the navel, surrounded
with 500 other smaller ones.

"The nerve which causes the increase of children and
descendants resides in the privy member, together with
500 other smaller ones, and comprehends or encompasses
the whole body.

"The third: The nerve of connexion consists of two
kinds, white and black. There are twenty-four large
veins (or nerves), which, like as so many branches
ascending the principal stem of the vital principle, serve
for increasing the flesh and the blood. There are eight
large hidden veins or nerves for making the connexion of
the diseases of the viscera and vessels.

"There are sixteen conspicuous veins connecting the
outward limbs, and seventy-seven others spreading from
them, called ཉན་པ་ གཏར་རྒྱ་, bleeding veins (that may
occasionally be opened to let out blood).

"There are 112 hurtful or pestilential veins (or nerves),
of a mixed nature; there are 189 others. Thence originate
120 in the outer, inner, and middle parts, that spread into 360 smaller ones. Thence smaller ones encompass the body as with a network.

"There are nineteen strong working nerves, which, like roots, descend from the brain, the ocean of nerves; from among them there are thirteen that are hidden, and connect the intestines; six others, connecting the outward parts, are visible; from them spread sixteen small tendons or sinews.

"There are three vital nerves (or veins) in a man. The one encompasses both the head and the body; the second, associating with respiration, moves accordingly; the third is the principal, and, connecting the veins or canals for the circulation of air and blood, is occupied with generating or increasing the body, and being the vital nerve is called by way of eminence the artery or the principal vital nerve."

The following is the theory as regards the three humours—wind, bile, and phlegm:

"(1) Of wind. The life-keeping wind or air resides in the upper part of the head; that which operates upward has its place in the breast; that which pervades or encompasses all resides in the heart; that which communicates or conveys an equal heat to the body has its seat in the stomach; that which cleanses downwards abides in the lower part of the trunk.

"(2) Of bile. The digesting bile resides in the stomach, between the digested and indigested part; that which forms the chyle resides in the liver; that which prepares or increases, in the heart; that which assists the sight (or causes to see), in the eye; that which gives a clear colour resides in the skin.

"(3) Of phlegm. The supporting phlegm resides in the breast; the masticatory, in the indigested part; the tasting, on the tongue; the refreshing (or that which
makes contented), in the head; the conjunctive or uniting, resides in every juncture (or joint).”

Reference should also be made to Dr. Heinrich Laufer’s Treatise on Tibetan Medicine, in which he includes the above analysis of the rGyud-bṣi and also refers to the contributions of subsequent European writers.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE CHART**

The Am-chhi gave me the following information with reference to the chart:—

The central figure is, as will be seen, standing with its back to the observer. There is no other chart giving a corresponding front view of the standing figure, as the remaining organs viewed from in front are given in the two seated figures at the side on the chart.

The Am-chhi says that the numbers given against each entry in the chart refer to the numbers in a medical book under which a full description of the part is given, but he did not remember the name of the book.

In the spine the vertebrae numbers 1 to 5, the Am-chhi says, are considered to be the bones ( dbus khog) of the neck (ljin-pa); Nos. 6 to 20 those of the backbone (sgal-tshigs); and Nos. 1 to 3 at the base of the spine the continuation of the spinal marrow into the genital organ; Nos. 1 and 2 are bones, and 3 is the penis.

The Am-chhi says there are four principal rtsas ( ), which term comprises arteries, veins, and pulses, namely (ro-ma), (rkyang-ma), (dbu-ma), and, (sdud-pa). Ro-ma is the artery to the teeth, and it is through this artery that man has the sense of taste. There are two branches of the ro-ma, one on either side of

---

2 *Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Tibetischen Medicin*, by Heinrich Laufer, Berlin, 1900.
the neck (the external jugular veins). The ro-ma is white in colour.

The rKyang-ma also has two branches, one on each side of the neck. It is red in colour. Its principal function is the contraction and relaxing of the limbs. The Tibetans believe that this is done by the veins (or nerves) (སྒྲིག་rtsa), and not by the muscles (ཆད་sa).

The dBu-ma is the principal or central artery. It cannot be seen. It is within the heart, and it is by means of this artery that man breathes. It is elastic like a piece of india-rubber, and can stretch and contract with the breathing. When it breaks life at once becomes extinct. The breaking of the dBu-ma is the cause of death in all creatures.

The sDud-pai-rtsa is the general system of veins throughout the body. These veins extend to the tips of the third finger.

It is believed that a child is born with its hands up to its face in such a position that the two nostrils are closed by the two third fingers, the two eyes by the two second fingers, and the mouth by the two fourth fingers, and the two ears are bent forward and closed by the thumbs; in this way seven of the nine openings of the body (དབང་པོ་བུ་ག་དགུ dban-po bu-ga dgu) are closed, the remaining two openings, the anus and the urethra, not being closed at birth.

The veins are like a tree. They spring from roots and terminate in a flower. Thus the tongue (ལོ་lehe) is the flower of the dBu-ma. The dBu-ma comes from the heart (སྒྲིག་ snīn). The eyes are the flower of the liver artery (གཞི་mchhin-rtsa), which springs from the liver (གཞི་mchhin-pa). The nose is the flower of the lung artery (གཞི་ glo-rtsa), which springs from the lungs (གཞི་ glo-ma). The ears are the flower of the kidney artery (གཞི་ mkhal-rtsa), which springs from the kidney (གཞི་ mkhal-pa).
The lips are the flower of the spleen artery (མཆོད་རྟྟ་ mchher-rtsa), which springs from the spleen (མཆོད་པ་ mchher-pa).

The seated figure on the left of the chart represents a man, that on the right of the chart a woman. But the organs are the same in the man and in the woman, except that a woman's heart is said to be in the centre of the body and the man's somewhat to the left.

The figure on the right shows the internal organs of the body. The Am-chhi says that the position of the internal organs has been ascertained when the dead body is cut up for distribution of its flesh to birds and dogs, which is the method of disposal after death. But no dissection is followed at the lChags-po-ri Monastery as part of the training in anatomy, which is only taught from the chart.

There are five elements in the body (བོད་དུ་དེ་བཞི་ཆུ་ཁམས hbyun-wa bṣii khams), namely, earth (མ་ sa), water (ཐོ་ chhu), air (ཨོ་ rlun), fire (ཤེ me), and ether (ཕག་ mkah). The theory of digestion is curious. The stomach is earth, the air blows, so that the fire burns and causes the water to boil, and so digests the food.

The Tibetans believe that the red blood circulates on the right side and the yellow bile on the left side. They say that there are six pulses, three on the right arm and three on the left, and a Tibetan doctor feels the three pulses at the same time with three fingers. These pulses are said to come from different organs, and from the condition of each pulse the doctor judges the condition of the organ from which it is said to come. The Tibetan word for pulse is བར་རྟ་ (phar-rtsa), viz. "throbbing artery". The following are the names of the six pulses: མཁྲིས་རྟ་ (mkhris-rtsa), which comes from the bile; རྒྱུན་རྟ་ (rlun-rtsa), from the breath; དྲོ་རྟ་ (glo-rtsa), from the lungs; དབྱུང་རྟ་
(s*nîn-rtsa), from the heart; m الوح (mkhal-rtsa), from the kidneys; and مَحِيَّس (mchher-rtsa), from the spleen.

The figure of the body is marked out in squares by the lines, in the first place, to show the correct position of the organs, so that they may be correctly placed in all the copies made of it for the students’ use, and, secondly, for use in cupping and cauterizing. Cupping, མི་ཏུ་ཕག (me rgyab-pa, “applying fire”), is usually done by means of a small copper pot, in which paper is lit and is then quickly applied to the affected part, and a blister is thus burnt. Cauterizing, which is also called མི་ཏུ་ཕག (me rgyab-pa), is done by an iron rod called བསྟན་ཐོབ་མེ (lchags-me, “iron-fire”), which is applied through a series of small holes in a flat iron disc laid over the place to be cauterized. No cupping or cauterizing is allowed from between the eleventh and twentieth joints of the spine. Each square is the width across the knuckle when the hand is closed (vide No. 120).

Having diagnosed the seat of the pain or the organ affected, the physician measures on the patient’s body the same number of widths across the patient’s knuckle as there are squares to the position of the organ on the chart. This measurement varies with the size of the individual patient, and so gives the correct location of the organ. The portions of the body which can be cupped or lanced depend on the day of the month, because the soul, or life (ས་bla), moves about to different parts of the body on different days of the month, and cupping or cauterizing cannot be done at the part of the body where the soul is at the time. There is a manual called བླ་ས་ཁྱོད (bLa gnas kyi rtsis, The Calculation of the Movement of the Soul), which states in what part of the body the soul is on each day of the month. The position of the soul is as follows:

On the 1st day of the month the soul abides in the sole of the right foot of a male person. It then ascends by the right side. On the 2nd it abides in the upper part
of the right foot; on the 3rd in the calf of the leg; on the 4th in the back of the knee-joint; on the 5th in the knee; on the 6th in the thigh; on the 7th in the hip; on the 8th in the kidney; on the 9th in the ribs; on the 10th in the shoulder; on the 11th in the arm; on the 12th in the palm of the hand; on the 13th in the neck; on the 14th in the right cheek; on the 15th it permeates the whole body. It then descends by the left side. On the 16th in the left cheek; on the 17th in the neck; on the 18th in the palm of the hand; on the 19th in the arm; on the 20th in the shoulder; on the 21st in the ribs; on the 22nd in the kidney; on the 23rd in the hip; on the 24th in the thighs; on the 25th in the knees; on the 26th in the back of the knee-joint; on the 27th in the calf of the leg; on the 28th in the upper part of the foot; on the 29th in the sole of the left foot; and on the 30th it again permeates the whole body. The soul abides in the soul of the left leg of a female person on the 1st day of the month, and goes round the body to the sole of the right foot in the reverse of the order mentioned above. If the affected part is burnt, or if blood is taken out of it, where the soul abides at the time in a human body or animal, he will die within three years. It is therefore very necessary to ascertain the abode of the soul if one cuts oneself with any weapon or hurts oneself in any way.

The colouring of the chart is as follows: The central figure is coloured buff. The lines forming the squares are yellow. The veins on the right side of the body are coloured red; those on the left side yellow. The coil on the sole of the right foot is red, that of the left foot yellow. The outer portion of each of the vertebrae is pink. The genital organ is coloured red, yellow, and blue in twisted bands (representing blood, bile, and the marrow of the spinal chord respectively). The bottom part of the finger and toe-nails is red, the upper part blue.
The standing figure represents the portions of the veins and arteries that are visible externally.

The seated figure on the left, which represents internal organs, is coloured light pink. The spinal marrow is blue, and also the rtsas leading from it to the kidneys (Nos. 107 and 108) and to the liver (105), and from the liver to the lungs. The three arteries shown connecting the heart and lungs are red. The lips and outer corners of the eyes are red. The kidneys are a mottled pink, darker than the figure. The liver and spleen are dark pink. The heart and lungs are shaded a darker pink on their outer edges.

The right-hand seated figure, which is a female figure, is coloured light pink, the same colour as the seated male figure. The four main arteries ending in a flower and forming a cross are blue. The circle of smaller arteries radiating from the centre are alternately red and blue; of the others, No. 114 is red, 115 is yellow, 116 is white, 118 is red. The nails are red at the bottom and blue at the top. The lips and the outer corner of the right eye and inner corner of the left are red.

The two hands given as measures (120 and 121) are light pink, the same colour as the seated figures.

The veins and arteries shown on the central figure are those that are conspicuous when the limb is warm, and are therefore easily seen. The vessels shown at various parts of the back are suggestive of some slight knowledge of dissection. The cutaneous branches of the intercostal vessels become superficial in a somewhat similar manner.

The liver, though shown entirely on the right side, is correctly shown as having a large right half and a smaller left half.

It is curious that the stomach (ཕོ་པ་, pho-wa), the intestines (ཞེ་ལོ་, loñ-ka, the large intestine, རྒྱུན-མ་, rgyun-ma, the small intestines), and the bladder (གྱིན་, glyn) should not be shown on the chart of the internal
organs. The reason for their omission appears to be that the chart (vide serial No. 111) is of the eight principal rtsas connecting the spinal cord and the internal organs, and that the stomach, intestines, and bladder, etc., are not considered as being so connected.

**Translation of the Anatomical Chart**

At the top of the chart there are pictures of twelve famous physicians. They are as follows, beginning from the left hand:


2. Рин-гун бло-цан гья-мцо (Рин-гун бло-цан гья-мцо). "The exalted бло-цан гья-мцо of Рин-гун." Рин-гун is a monastery near Gyantse, at which place this physician is said to have been born.


8. Мкхн-глу мкхн-бло-цан (Мкхн-глу мкхн-бло-цан). "At the feet of the great abbot Мкхн-глу мкхн-бло-цан."
Sahkya dBaṅ-phyug.” Above this picture there is the following inscription:  hdi-nas sNiṅ-po bSdzus-pai brgyud-pa. “From here begin the descendants of sNiṅ-po bDus-pa,” who was a celebrated Lama physician.

9. mkhas-mchhog bṣöd-nams rgyal-poi mtshan. “The name of the most learned bṢöd-nams rGyal-po.”

10. Rin-sdins bLo-bzaṅ rGya-mtsho dpal. “The exalted bLo-bzaṅ rGya-mtsho of Rin-sdins.” This is the same name as No. 2, the reason being that the Lama now referred to was a reincarnation of the former Lama.

11. bSod-nams rGyal-po. “The name of the most learned bSod-nams rGyal-po.”


The entry at the foot of the chart (No. 85) is as follows:—
The translation of the above is as follows:

"The head, throat, heart, navel, (and) the secret parts, these five, each have twenty-four leaves (viz. branch arteries). Again, from the ro-ma (artery there are) ten and from the rkyañ-ma (artery there are) ten. These twenty have each twenty small ones. From the dbu-ma (artery) there are four separate (branches), each having twenty-five (branches), and these are each surrounded by five hundred small arteries. The artery which produces the six kinds of perception of the five senses, and of the good soul, etc., is vermilion. The ninety blood veins on the back, in front, and on the sides of the illustration are also vermilion. And the most powerful (lit. 'fierce') and essential arteries, ro-ma and rkyañ-ma, (are shown) in white and red colour, running right and left. All the pulses (are) quick-moving. The head, neck, (and) corners of the mouth (are) carefully drawn. The human body of usual power is ninety-six sor-mos (measure of the width of the knuckle—vide No. 120), as is well shown on the diagram."

The last line (No. 86) is as follows:

"The manner of reading the chart, all the meanings, and measurements are given above."

The entries on the central figure of the chart bear serial numbers from 1 to 97, with the exception of certain numbers which are omitted. I have also given numbers (99 and 100) to the two entries on the soles of the feet, and to the entries on the two figures on either side, and also (85 and 86) to the entries at the foot of the chart for convenience of reference.

The following serial numbers do not appear on the chart: 1, 2, 5, 6, 11–14, 17, 28, 29, 59–61, 65–76, 78, 80, 83, 86, 89–96. Of these, the four numbers 1, 2, 5, and 6 would appear to have been omitted from the four entries of
muscles, q (ṣa), in the head, which bear no number, in the same line as the muscles Nos. 26 and 27.

The following numbers occur twice, being given in most cases for the corresponding entries on either side of the body, namely, 39-41, 49, 50, 53, 54, 63, and 81.

The entry at the right-hand side of the top of the head of the standing figure (beneath the figures of the seventh and eighth Lama physicians) has, by oversight, not been given a serial number. It is as follows: བྱ་ཐོག བྲྱ་ལྟེ་ (tshan-pai sdud-pa aṅ-krer), “the suture of Brahma and the forehead” (vide serial 3 below).

The serial numbers are as follows:—

1, 2. These numbers are not entered on the chart. As No. 3 occurs twice, it would appear that the entry No. 3 (re-thag) is intended to be No. 2.

3. རྱིག (re-thag). “The cord of hope.” This is said to be a cord extending from the end of the spinal cord to the suture (Posterior Fontanelle) on the crown of the head (ྲྭུ་ རྟེ་ spyi-gtsug). It is up this cord that the soul or life (ཉུལ་ dbu-ma) passes out of the body through the suture at the time of death. This suture is called བླ་ཐོག བྲྱ་སྤེལ་ tshaṅs-pai bu-ga, “the aperture of Brahma,” from the corresponding Sanskrit term ब्रह्मचर्य, the above belief having been taken from Indian medicine. As soon as the soul has left the body blood issues from the left nostril and mucus from the right.

3, 4. བྱ་རྟོག (bhta - rtsa gnis). “The two occipital arteries.” The spelling on the chart is unusual. The word is generally spelt རྟོག (ltag-rtsa), namely, the artery of the occiput.

5, 6. These numbers are not entered on the chart.

7. བྱ་ཐོག བྲྱ་ཐོག བྲྱ་ འ། (skyogs-rai tshig-ṃtshams). “The tissue (or muscle) between two joints.” The muscle
shown here, and also the corresponding one on the right side shown under No. 77, is that of the shoulder joint, but there is a similar muscle called by the same name at every joint. It is considered to be a vein or artery, rtsa. As this number corresponds to No. 77 on the right arm, and as Nos. 76 and 78 do not occur on the chart, it seems probable that this number should be 76 or 78, the last figure having been omitted.

8. The name is not entered on the chart against this number.

9, 10. རུས་ལྷག-པའི་སྲྲུད་སྐོག་དཀའ་པོ་(rūs lhag-pai sdüds-go dān dei gyas-gyön). “The opening (lit. door) where the chief bones connect, and its right and left,” namely, the sutures where the bones of the skull join. These sutures are shown under No. 10 in three places on the head, the lower one being the counterpart on the left side to No. 9, and the other two on either side higher up. These should probably bear the succeeding Nos. 11 and 12, which are not noted on the chart. The position of these sutures is not accurate, but they appear to represent the two lateral (squamous) sutures, and the two transverse (coronal and lambdoid) sutures.

11–14. These numbers are not entered on the chart.

15. རུང་ཁུག-པ་ (lun-hdzin khug-pa). “The hollow of the joint.” The Am-chhi says that this is a rtsa in the hollow between the collarbone and the sternocleido-mastoid muscle. It is therefore the subclavian vein. The No. 15 on the chart is evidently a clerical error of the copyist for 55, which is the number given to this entry on the other copies, and corresponds on the right side to No. 56 on the left side. But, as 55 is also the number given to a vein on the left hand, the present number should, apparently, be 57, which does not occur on the chart.
16. རོགས་རུས་བུམ་པོ་ (pho-mtshan lpдар-rtsa rgyab). “The back pulse of the male organ.” It would appear that this No. 16 is a mistake for 80, which is the number that this vein would, from the figure, be expected to have.

17. This number is not entered on the chart.

18. ज (śa). “Muscle.”

18α. ज (śa). “Muscle.” I inserted this extra number (18α) against this entry on the chart by oversight, as I did not notice that the No. 26 on the chart applies to this entry.


20, 21. These numbers are not entered on the chart. These numbers would probably be other śas or muscles of the head, as they come amongst those entries.


24. ज (śa). Muscle on the left, corresponding to No. 22 on the right.

25. ज (śa). Muscle on the left, corresponding to No. 23 on the right.


27. ज (śa). Muscle on the left, corresponding to No. 26 on the right.

28, 29. These numbers are not entered on the chart.

30. རུ་ (ru-thun). “The short horn.” The Am-chhi says that the word རུ has not the meaning of “horn” here, but is merely the name given to the vein (rtsa), because it is a short one (viz. that the portion of it which is visible on the surface is short). He pointed out the posterior ulnar vein as being this rtsa.

31. རུ་ (ru-thun). The vein on the left arm corresponding to the above.
32.  མཁྲིས་པ་སྐྱེི་ (mkhris-pa gsah-riṅ). “The long pure bile.” The Am-chhi says that although the bile mainly circulates on the left side and its “veins” (rtsa) are shown as yellow, it also circulates, mixed with blood on the right side, as here.

33.  མཁྲིས་པ་སྐྱེི་ (mkhris-pa gsah-riṅ). “The long pure bile.” The corresponding “vein” on the left arm to No. 32 on the right.

34.  དགོང་སངས་སྐྱིབ (glo-ma tshigs-hgram). (The rtsa of) the (left) posterior lobe of the lungs.

35.  དགོང་སངས་སྐྱིブ (glo-ma tshigs-hgram). (The rtsa of) the (right) posterior lobe of the lungs.

36.  དགོང་སངས་དོན་ (glo-ma nañ-rgyug). The vein circulating inside the (left) posterior lobe of the lungs.

37.  དགོང་སངས་དོན་ (glo-ma nañ-rgyug). The vein circulating inside the (right) posterior lobe of the lungs.

38.  མཆིག་མཁྲིས་དཔལ་ (mchhin-mkhris hdom-rtsa). “The vein connecting the liver and the bile.” The vein is on the right forearm. The Am-chhi cannot explain why this name should be given to this vein.

39 (on the left forearm).  མཆིག་མཁྲིས་དཔལ་ (mchhin-mkhris hdom-rtsa). The corresponding vein to the above on the left forearm.


40 (on the left side).  དགོང་སངས་དོན་ (glo-ma grog-sked). The rtsa corresponding to the preceding, on the left side.

40 (on the right wrist).  གྱོར་གོན (skyor-goñ). “The flesh lump of the hollow of the hand,” namely, the ball of the thumb. The name given to the vein passing through the wrist to the thumb (right hand).
41 (on the left wrist). སྐྱོར་གོན་ (skyor-gon). Ditto (left hand).

41 (on the right side). སྐྱོར་མ་སྐྱེར་འདེད་ (glo-ma sger-dor). “The posterior lobe of the lung” (right). The meaning of the word སྐྱེར་ is not clear. The Am-chhi says it is meant for རྡོར་རྱེ (rdor-rje), because this rtsa crosses itself and is like the shape of the rdor-rje, thunderbolt. This word is, however, spelt differently.

42 (on the left side). སྐྱོར་མ་སྐྱེར་འདེད་ (glo-ma sger-dor). “The posterior lobe of the lung” (left).

42 (on fourth finger of right hand). ལྗེབས་ (phran-bu). The vein of the “little finger”.

43. ལྗེབས་ (phran-bu). Ditto (on the left hand).

44. རྒྱ་བརྒྱུད་ལྷུས་ (rgyab-rtsa drug-hdus). “The collection of six veins of the back” (viz. of the back of the right hand).

45. རྒྱ་བརྒྱུད་ལྷུས་ (rgyab-rtsa drug-hdus). Ditto. The corresponding veins on the left hand.

46. ལྗེབས་ཀྱི་ (srin-lag rgyab-rtsa). “The back vein of the third finger (right hand).”

47. ལྗེབས་ཀྱི་ (srin-lag rgyab-rtsa). Ditto (left hand).


The Am-chhi says this vein is so called because it runs between the thumb and first finger.

49 (on the left hand). བར་རྒྱུད་ (bar-rtsa). Ditto. The corresponding vein on the left hand.

49 (on the right side). དགེ་རྒྱུད་ (gzer-sgo). “The source of pain.” The Am-chhi says that this rtsa and the corresponding one on the left side are so called because all pains of the upper part of the back arise from them.

50 (on the left side). དགེ་རྒྱུད་ (gzer-sgo). The vein corresponding to the preceding, on the left side.
50 (on the right hand).  "Middle vein," running between two fingers, viz. the first and second fingers of the right hand.

51. "Middle vein," running between the first and second fingers of the left hand.

52. "Middle vein," running between the second and third fingers of the right hand.

53. "Middle vein," running between the second and third fingers of the left hand.

53. "The blue anterior lobe of the lungs" (right).

54. "The blue anterior lobe of the lungs" (left). These numbers (53 and 54) given to the lobes of the lungs appear to be a mistake for some other serial.

54 (on right hand). "Middle vein," running between the third and fourth fingers of the right hand.

55. "Middle vein," running between the third and fourth fingers of the left hand.

56. "The hollow of the joint." Namely, a vein in the hollow between the collarbone and the sterno-cleido-mastoid muscle. This corresponds to No. 15 for the right collarbone, which number, as already noted, appears to be a mistake of the copyist.

57–61. Numbers not entered on the chart.

62. "The bird-foot vein of the spleen" (left side). The Am-chhi says this is so called because the veins spread out like the foot of a bird.

63. "The bird-foot vein of the spleen." The corresponding vein on the right side.
63 (on the right side of the back). *mkhris-rtsa gser-gyi ka-wa* ("The golden-pillar vein of the bile." The Am-chhi says this is so called because it is a single straight vein like a pillar, and not branched like the "bird-foot" vein above.

64. *mkhris-rtsa gser-gyi ka-wa* ("The golden-pillar vein of the bile." The corresponding vein on the left side.

65–76. These numbers are not entered on the chart.

77. *skyogs-rai tshigs mtshams* ("The tissue (or muscle) between two joints." This number on the right shoulder corresponds to No. 7 on the left shoulder, which would therefore appear to be a mistake of the抄ist for 78.

78. This number is not entered on the chart.

79. *rnag-chhen gnerrin-gi mkhris-rtsa skya-riñ gnis* ("The two long grey bile veins of long twisted pus" (at the back of each thigh). No. 79 is the right vein, and No. 81 the left vein.

80. This number is not entered on the chart. I put the figure "80" on the chart by mistake, as when first reading the chart I mistook the word "79" for "80", for which, as written on the chart, it might be taken. But it is evidently the entry against No. 16.

81 (on the left thigh). *rnag-chhen gnerrin-gi-mkhris-rtsa skya-riñ gnis* (The same entry as No. 79. As No. 81 occurs against the next entry the number 81 against the present entry is probably a mistake of the copyist for 80, for which there is no entry on the chart.

81 (on the right loin). *dpyi-i khangar mkhal-rtsa na-gu* ("The cord of the hip. The Nagu vein of the kidney" (right side).

83. This number is not entered on the chart.

84 (left thigh). བྲལ་ལྟ་བལ་མཁས་རྩ་རྒང་ (brlai phyi-bul mkhal-rtsa rkañ-hdegs). "The kidney vein coming out of the thigh, the support of the leg."

85 (right thigh). བྲལ་ལྟ་བལ་མཁས་རྒང་ (brlai bul-mkhal rkañ-hdegs). "The kidney vein coming out of the thigh, the support of the leg."

85, 86 (at the foot of the chart). These numbers are not in the Tibetan. I gave them for reference against the entry at the foot of the chart, which has been already referred to.

87. བྲལ་ལྟ་བལ་མཆོད་པའི་ན་གུ། (brlai phyi-zur mchher-pai rtsa-nag). "The black vein of the spleen on the outer side of the thigh" (left thigh).

88. བྲལ་ལྟ་བལ་མཆོད་པའི་ན་གུ། (brlai phyi-zur mchher-pai rtsa-nag). The same as the above on the right thigh.

89–96. Numbers not entered on the chart.

97. བས་པ་ནག་པོ (sgab-rtsa nag-po). "The black vein at the back" (of the right knee-joint). This is the external saphenous vein in the popliteal space.

98. བས་པ་ནག་པོ (sgab-rtsa nag-po). "The black vein at the back" (of the left knee-joint). The corresponding vein to the preceding.

99, 100. བྲཀ་པོ་མཐིག་དཀར་པོ་མཐིག་དཀར་པོ་མཐིག་ (rkañ-pai mthil-gyi bzhag-hdra mthil-phantog gnis). "The two wheels resembling a coil of rope on the soles of the feet." The word \\textit{bsag}, as spelt, means "placed", but the Am-chhi says that it means a coil of rope, which is usually spelt བྲག་པ་ (sags-pa). The Am-chhi says that these are the terminations on either foot of a \textit{rtsa} connected with the heart.
The left-hand seated figure

The title of this diagram (No. 111) is—

हस्तांकन स्वास्थ्य रमणीय शरीर ज्ञातन्त्र वस्तुमयी श्रवणीया (Don-snod nañ lhbrel sbas-pai rtsa-ehhen rgyad tshigs-pa nas lhbrel-pai tshul). “The diagram showing the eight hidden chief arteries (rtsas) passing through the joints (of the vertebrae) and connecting the internal organs.”

These eight rtsas connecting the internal organs are—

1. The spinal chord, coloured blue, running from the top of the brain to the genital organ.
2. The rtsas connecting the spinal chord with the two kidneys. These are also coloured blue, the kidneys being coloured a mottled pink.
3. The rtsa from below the eighth vertebra to the liver (105). This is also coloured blue, the liver being coloured dark pink.
4. The rtsa from below the tenth vertebra to the spleen (106). This is coloured dark pink, the spleen also being coloured dark pink.
5. Three rtsas connecting the heart (104) and the lungs (102 and 103). These rtsas are coloured red, the heart and lungs being coloured dark pink.

The internal organs depicted on this figure do not bear any serial numbers in the Tibetan, except the bones of the spine, which are numbered from 1 to 20, the three supposed to be continued into the genital organ being numbered 1, 2, 3. I have given serial numbers to each entry for reference. This figure is coloured pink. The spinal cord is coloured blue, as also the cords leading from it to the kidneys (107 and 108), and the cord shown as leading from the eighth vertebra to the liver (105).

101. य (pha). “Male.” This indicates the spinal cord, which is supposed to pass from the genital organs to the top of the brain.
102. श्व (glo-wa). “The lungs.”

JRAS. 1910.
103. གུ་ཤི། (glo-bu). "The anterior lobes of the lungs."
104. མི་འ (snyin). "The heart."
105. མཆིགཔ (mchhin-pa). "The liver."
106. མཆེརཔ (mchher-pa). "The spleen."
107. མཁལབ (mkhal-ma). "The kidney" (right).
108. མཁལབ (mkhal-ma). "The kidney" (left).
110. གོ་བ (figures 1, 2, and 3). Supposed additional vertebrae of the spine, continuing the spinal marrow into the genital organ.

111. ཆེན་མཁྲིལ་འཛུམ་གྲྲིམས་སྡུག་བསྒྲུབ་བྲིས་སློབས་སྐད་འཁྲུལ། (don-snod nañ-hbrel sbas-pai rtsa-chhen rgyad tshigs-pa nas hbre-l-pai tshul). "The diagram showing the eight hidden chief arteries (rtsas) passing through the joints (of the vertebrae) and connecting the internal organs.” This is the title of this diagram, which has been already noticed.

**The right-hand seated figure**

The title of this figure is (vide No. 119) “The diagram showing the religious wheel of the heart, in which the leaf-arteries collect in the centre with the five arteries by which the consciousness of the five doors (i.e. the five senses) passes to the back, front, right, left.”

112. རྒྱ་ (rgyab). "The back (artery)."
113. སྙོང་མོངས་ཡིད་ཀྱི་རྒྱུ་འཛིན་ (ñon moñs yid-kyi rgyu-wai rtsa). “The artery through which the misery of mind goes.”
114. སྱོད་པ་བཟང་མ (dbüs yid-bzang-ma). "The middle artery of the good mind.”
115. སྲུང་གི་ཞེ་བོ སྤྱོད་ལྔུ་འཇིགས་ (kün-gshi-i rnam-ses rgyu-wai rtsa-gyas). "The right artery of the going (of the) consciousness of the soul,” viz. through which
the consciousness of the soul passes. *kun-gsi* (kun-gsi), “soul” or “spirit,” indicates the seat of the passions as opposed to *sems* (sems ñid), the “spirit” as the seat of reason.

116. 

*yid-kyi rnam-ses rgyu-wa gyön* (yid-kyi rnam-ses rgyu-wa gyön). “The left artery of the going (of the) consciousness of the mind.” *yid* (yid), “soul” or “mind,” is the power of perception, will, and imagination.

117. 

*ta*. The letter *ta* (ta) is written in the centre of the heart, as this letter is the mystical symbol of the door of admission to all knowledge. The Tibetans place the seat of the memory in the heart, and not in the brain.

118. 

*sgo-lnga'i rnyam-Bes rgyu-wai rtsa-lnga rgyab-indun* (sgo-lnga'i rnyam-Bes rgyu-wai rtsa-lnga rgyab-indun). The front (artery) of the going of the consciousness of the five senses.

119. 

*snying-ga chhögs-kyi lhikhor-lo rtsa-l-dab dbus-su sgo-lnga'i rnam-ses rgyu-wai rtsa-lnga rgyab-mdün gyas-gyön-du zug-pai tshul* (snying - ga chhögs - kyi lhikhor-lo rtsa-l-dab dbus-su sgo-lnga'i rnam-ses rgyu-wai rtsa-lnga rgyab-mdün gyas-gyön-du zug-pai tshul). “The diagram showing the religious wheel of the heart, in which the leaf arteries collect in the centre with the five arteries by which the consciousness of the five doors (i.e. ‘senses’) passes to the back, front, right, left.” This is the title of this diagram already referred to.

120. 

*chhag-gaṅ-gi tshad* (chhag-gaṅ-gi tshad). “The measure of the full hand.” This is a unit of measure taken across the second knuckles of the fingers when the hand is closed, as shown in the illustration given. The *chhag-gaṅ* consists of four *sors* (sors) or *sor-mos*, the *sor-mo* being the width of a finger across the
knuckle. This is the measure of the squares on the chart, each being one sor, by which the physician (am-chhi) is supposed to ascertain the correct position of each rtsa on the body, so as to ascertain the position of the different rtsas, and whether those of the patient are in the normal position.

121. ཨོནག་ཞིག (hdzub-gan-gi tshad). "The measure of the full finger." The hdzub-gang is the length of the first finger. It is divided into six parts, of which each of the phalanges is supposed to contain two. As the phalanges are of different lengths these subdivisions are conventional.

A Note on Tibetan Surgical Instruments

The present practice of surgery in Tibet is very simple, and, as already noted, consists chiefly of cupping, cauterizing, and bleeding. The Am-chhi informed me that the only instruments used are the cupping-bowl (ཤིན་མ་-peñ, or རིག་མ་ me-bum, both meaning "fire vessel"), in which paper is lit and the bowl is placed while hot over the part to be blistered; the sucking-horn (ཤིན་་ lhjib-ru), by which cupping by vacuum is done; the cauter y (ཤོག་མེ lchags-me); the lancet (ཤིན་rtsa-u), for bleeding, and a golden lancet (གསེར་ཀྱི gser kyi rtsa-u), for operating on the eye.

In the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta for 1894 three Tibetan block-prints are illustrated, which contain representations of a large number of surgical instruments, some of them of an elaborate nature, including specula, saws, catheters, exploring needles, instruments for tapping hydrocele, and midwifery and other forceps. The block-prints were brought by Rai Sarat Candra Das Bahadur from Lhasa,1 and a description of the figures was

given by the late Lama Šes-rab mGya-mtsho, the Abbot of Ghoom Monastery, near Darjeeling, who was formerly physician to the late Tashi Lama, which were explained in a paper read by Dr. Sarada Prasad Banerji.¹

If the elaborate and various instruments shown in the block-print were ever in general use they appear to have now ceased to be used.